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Story of an invention…





The part of the economy that focuses 
on creating services and data-based 

products in an ethical manner. 

Fairness means that the rights of 
individuals are protected and the 
needs of all stakeholders are 

taken into account in a data economy



How IHAN® works
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-How IHAN® works, #2



IHAN is enabling framework

Open

Source

IHAN 
Blueprint

“Like 
electricity…”



CALL FOR PILOTS

33 APPLICATIONS

The first call for pilots closed on 31 December 2018
https://www.sitra.fi/en/projects/ihan-proof-concept-pilots/

Healthcare and pharma

Technology7

Finance3

Defence1

Agriculture1

1

6

Creative field1

Sports1

Publishing1

Multiple industries2

11 Countries
Finland
Austria
Netherlands
UK
Estonia
Japan
Iceland
France
Switzerland
Norway
Slovenia

https://www.sitra.fi/en/projects/ihan-proof-concept-pilots/


• Get the data flowing, in a way where citizens are in full control over the wellness and health data they 

generate

• Offer citizens the freedom of choice over the apps and devices they use

• Integration to KANTA Omatietovaranto

• Integration to a treatment path in hospital setting

Citizen-centric diabetes data on Personal Health Record platforms



• Oriola’s ORIGO (ORIGO-PRO) - the bridging platform by the Pharmacy Chain Owned by the Drug 

Trader ORIOLA providing a network and marketplace for the interaction of  knowledge and the 

coordination and co-operation

• Real World Evidence (RWE) based,  combining national registers data to Patient Reported (PRO) data 

• Volunteed participans are MS-patients provided be the Finnish Neuro Society

• Uses new solutions as strong authentication method, SisuID

• Extensions to Kronas Apotek in Sweden will follow, as well as integration to biobanks.

DIGITAL RESEARCH PLATFORM



Imagine 2025 When taking a closer look at the new app, you 
notice that is has a Fair™ label on it. Now 

you know that the service uses your personal 
data in an ethical and safe way.

You grant the service the permission to 
connect your purchase data from your 

neighbourhood store with your health data 
from the Kanta service, and your data 
collected by the Sports Tracker app. 

When making the payment, you notice that 
your insurance company offers the service to 

you free of charge.

Lately, your energy levels have 
been low, and you have found a 

need for a change in lifestyle. 
Your friend told you about a 

new Live Better app.

It is the year 2025, and you are living 
in a world with a data economy that 

is fair and benefits all.



SITRA Health Working Paper

- Published in Oct-2020

- Pan-European Viewpoint to Shared Data in Europe under 

Title: Towards trustworthy health data 

ecosystems - How re-use of data can create new 

services for the benefit of all 

- Comments and interviews of 9 European specialists 

- Gives recommendations and guidelines for:

– EU Commission, Member States, Industry & Individual



SITRA Health Working Paper

- CALL TO ACTION:

1. Managing the cross-sectoral use of data

2. Creating a scalable infrastructure for viable data markets

3. New incentives to promote the use of person-generated data

4. Activating individuals and businesses to share data

5. Developing data spaces



How to get into bandwagon?

-Order MEDTalk newsletter by visiting 
www.sitra.fi/medtalk

– Health Whitepaper 

–Wearables Survey 

–Corporate Social Responsibility paper

–All new Sitra materials & news

https://www.sitra.fi/medtalk


Future is 

made today


